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How Science Is Picking Up 
Where Evolution Left Off

Getting Hijacked By Your Amygdala

The questions may be the most valuable part of the book, enabling you to really 

learn about yourself. Try not to blow past them. I know you are busy, but this is 

too important. The degree to which you learn about yourself will be the degree to 

which you have success with this program. Guaranteed!

How many times per week do you find yourself getting angry over things that you 
later realize were trivial?

In what area does this happen most often—family, work, friends?
Can you pinpoint what situations trigger you? E.g. money, status, relationships.

Given what you have learned thus far, would you agree that while you are upset, 
chemicals are in play—chemicals that you can’t control by trying to think different 
thoughts at that precise moment?

1CHAPTER
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Have you noticed that time has a way of allowing you to eventually see things 
differently, once you are calm?

Why does this happen; can you now explain what changed?

Describe a time when you tried to calm down in the middle of a rage, the emotions 
that seemed to control you, and the thoughts that fueled it.

Do you remember noticing reasonable thoughts during your explosion that you 
rejected because you simply didn’t want to stop ranting?

Do you find it exhausting or empowering to rant about every little thing? Have you 
ever tried to reset your emotional thermostat by altering your perspective? 

Sleeping puts your thinking mind on hold. Have you found that a nap can change 
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your mood or even the way you see a situation? If so, describe a situation when 
that happened. 

Incessant Thinking

To see how random and redundant your thoughts are, please set a timer for two 
minutes. If you have a cell phone that has voice recording, turn it on. Take three 
deep, long, slow breaths (count to six for the inhale and to eight for the exhale). I 
want you to just listen to your breathing, but be aware of every thought that enters 
your mind. Say each thought aloud, record it on your phone, and then let the 
thought go. After two minutes are up, listen to what you recorded and write down 
how many thoughts are related to future events and how many thoughts relate to 
the past. Your goal is to notice the underlying emotions attached to these thoughts. 
This is not a clear process; you may see images such as old memories come to life 
in your mind but then miss the underlying emotion attached to them. i.e. shame, 
pride, anger, which can influence your mood. You may recall a conversation 
from that day but miss the accompanying thought of wishing you said something 
differently or worrying whether the other person took what you said the wrong way. 
Try to catch all the underlying thoughts/emotions attached to any images that pop 
up. See how many times you are onto the third or fourth thought before you even 
realize it. Guaranteed, you will need more paper for this.
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There is a vast difference between doing things to avoid negative 
feelings (which is what most of us do) and doing things to actually 
change those feelings into positive ones. You are going to learn to 
do the latter.

What kinds of behaviors do you engage in to 
avoid feelings of discomfort? Write how often.

• Drinking    • Sex        

• Sleeping • Drugs/Meds 

• Other • Eating 

Do you feel better or worse after doing these behaviors? Explain: 

List the things you do, if ever, to increase feelings of happiness when you are 
feeling negative. Also, include any new ideas that come to you (e.g., reading a 
book, going out with friends, communing with nature, taking a nap, calling a friend, 
going to the gym, listening to music, or watching a movie).

Trying to just ease discomfort is not very helpful for actually 
improving a bad mood. However, people continue to engage in 
activity that holds little promise except to help you forget.
If you completed these exercises, well done! You are that much closer to 

feeling happy!
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A•MYG•DA•LA  (Latin for almond: is also referred to as lizard brain)

• Evaluates your inner and outer environment much faster than 
   your conscious awareness can.

• Does not require your awareness.

• Retains your earliest experiences and weaves them into your 
   ongoing experiences.

• Tends to generalize your circumstances from past specific          
   instances.

Definitions:

Amygdala— Latin for almond. Has a primary role in the processing of emotional 
reactions: the amygdalae are considered part of the limbic system (the area that 
handles our emotions).

Neuroplasticity— The brain’s ability to change. The brain can reorganize itself 
by forming new neural connections throughout life.

Reptilian brain— Refers to the oldest part of the human brain.

Cortisol— A hormone made in the adrenal glands. 
Stress increases its production.
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Our Brain’s Pharmacy:
The Best Pharmacy on Earth

 
How Do You Engage With DOS?

 
The time you invest in thinking through the following questions will give you a 
deeper understanding of the roles these chemicals have been playing and how 
they have been affecting your behavior.

2CHAPTER
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Describe 3 positive events from the past that you have experienced dopamine. 

1)

2)

3)

Describe 3 negative events from the past that you have chased dopamine.

1)

2)

3)
Describe 3 positive behaviors/patterns that you use to get your dopamine fix. 

1)

2)

3)

Describe 3 negative behaviors/patterns that you use to get your dopamine fix. 

1)

2)

3)
Describe 3 positive events from the past that you have experienced oxytocin. 

1)

2)

3)

Describe 3 negative events from the past that you have used to get oxytocin fix.

1)
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2)

3)
Describe 3 positive behaviors/patterns that you use to get your oxytocin fix. 

1)

2)

3)
Describe 3 negative behaviors/patterns that you use to get your oxytocin fix. 

1)

2)

3)
Describe 3 positive events from the past you have experienced serotonin. 

1)

2)

3)
Describe 3 negative events from the past where you experienced serotonin.

1)

2)

3)
Describe 3 positive behaviors/patterns that you use to get your serotonin fix. 

1)

2)

3)
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Describe 3 negative behaviors that you use to get your serotonin fix. 

1)

2)

3)
From the exercises above, can you determine which neurochemical you might 
favor? This is not black and white, by any means, and you may be biased toward 
different chemicals at different times of the month or season. But these exercises 
will help you get a handle on where your hot buttons are. It might be easier to 
find your favorite neurochemical by asking yourself what events upset you more. 
Whatever upsets you more is probably a chemical you favor most.

Dopamine: Losing in any type of game like video, cards, chess, or a sport you 
play, having your favorite team lose, being bored, feeling the need for excitement, 
craving risks like racing, skydiving, gambling.

Oxytocin: Having your best friend think you let him or her down. Having an 
argument with someone you love, being without your pet, being lonely, being 
left out or rejected.

Serotonin: Having your boss unhappy with you, seeing someone else get praise 
or a promotion at work, not being able to go on vacation, feeling jealous of material 
possessions, feeling unsafe or threatened, feeling dumb or embarrassed. 

Try to organize them in order of importance at the various ages of your life. See if 
you can pinpoint the years in which your behavior revealed different cravings for 
dopamine, oxytocin, or serotonin. Example: climbing the corporate ladder in your 
thirties but putting family first in your forties..

5-20 Years Old

1

2
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3

20-40 Years Old

1

2

3

40- Older 

1

2

3

 You may discover that with maturity, your concept of 
pleasure probably has changed. For instance, the thrill of going to 
an amusement park (dopamine) may be replaced by a desire to be 
on the beach with a good book (serotonin). Also, with age comes the 
desire to be with one chosen partner instead of hanging out with 
several friends in order to get your oxytocin and serotonin.
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How Our Culture Stands 
In The Way of Our Happiness

 
Discovery of Beliefs and Patterns of Behavior

 
Name any situations in which you have been waiting for change to give yourself 
permission to relax and be happy.

List how long you have been waiting for each change.

3CHAPTER
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Have you ever felt that you could just let anger go before it overtook you? Did you 
give in and let the anger go or allow the anger to build? Can you describe why you 
made either choice and whether you were happy with it? 

Who in your life would not appreciate you being calm when they are upset?

How does it make you feel when you are upset and others remain calm?

How would you feel if you could distance yourself from the drama of others?

Have you ever allowed yourself to get caught up in an emotional moment only 
because those around you were doing so? If so, describe the experience and what 
it felt like.
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Circle how often do you dissect a compliment from a superior or loved one to find 
any negative message or insinuation?

Once in a While    Often All the Time Almost Never

 
Describe a time when you were told you were doing a great job, but... and then 
could only focus on what ever issue followed that “but”.

How often do you find your needle stuck, obsessing over a comment or conversation 
in your head? Circle:

Can’t 
Remember    

3x 
A week  

3x 
A month

Almost Never Everyday

List who you most often get your needle stuck with?

Where do you most often do this (e.g., car, bathroom, bed)? Keep in mind that 
wherever you do it most is where you are the least present.

Describe the types of situations that you try not to worry about, e.g. health, money, 
relationships but your mind continues going back to it repeatedly, speculating 
outcomes? Describe and note whether the problems were ever as bad as you feared.
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What three types of situations are the hardest for you to let go?

1.

2.

3.

When has speculation about outcomes ever come to fruition or excessive worry 
ever proven to fix one of your problems?
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Problems Are In The Eye of 
The Beholder 

4CHAPTER
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Thought / Situation

Sitting home on the weekend.

Child seems in a mood

A coworker gets a raise

Driver pulls out in front of you

Why haven’t I heard from so-and-so?

Your cable bill arrives and has an add-
ed charge that you believe is wrong.

Coworker you thought you were pretty 
friendly with barely says “hi” in the hall-
way. 

Perspective=Pain

My social life sucks, I never do any-
thing.

I feel like we are growing apart.
Maybe I don’t pay enough attention.

Why am I always ignored. 
No one ever sees how hard I try.

OMG! What a jerk I know he saw me 
and pulled out anyway!

They never call if they have something 
better to do. Why don’t I have better 
friends? 

Those #$% think they can just rip peo-
ple off! I can’t afford to pay this: now I 
have to call and have a fight with them.

Wow, I thought we were friends. 
What did I do? Maybe some one bad 
-mouthed me.
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See if the following reactions sound familiar. 

Disappointment

Car broke down on the way home from 
work.

Sale item you have been waiting to buy 
is sold out.

You start your home computer just to be 
met with a blank screen.

Traffic tied up for miles on your way to 
run errands.

No parking space.

Your bank sends a letter saying you are 
overdrawn.

It rains on the one day you planned to 
be outside.

Memory-Perspective

What a piece of junk! I should have 
never bought this car. This is going to 
cost a fortune again! I knew I couldn’t 
trust that mechanic.

This always happens I have the worst 
timing! I never get it right, and I always 
miss out.

Oh no, not again! I have bills to pay! 
I have no luck with computers!

Not now! Every time I am  in a rush this 
happens!

Not again! Now I have to pay for 
a space. I should have stayed home!

There is no way. They are just trying 
to get more fees. They are always 
squeezing more money out of me!

Really? Can’t anything go my way? 
This happens every time! I swear, 
someone up there doesn’t like me!

 
In a split second, your memory has scanned for similar experiences to validate 

your disappointment. Exaggerated perspectives are seen as infallible facts 

that fuel your anger. The reason is that once you are angry, your brain will not 

allow any information to get through that would not support your outrage. 

Without mindfulness you will buy into pretty much anything that it shows you.
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The following exercise is an excellent source of help when you feel overwhelmed 
by shame, hurt, rejection, or fear. Which is all contrived perception. It will teach 
you to ascertain the facts in a given situation, not what you want to believe. On 
the left side, you write your thought or belief. On the right side, you write the fact 
that proves you are right. This fact has to be verifiable by an outsider, not an 
assumption, no matter what your history with that situation is. Almost every time, 
your facts will disprove what you believed about the situation, and seeing that will 
completely pull back the curtain of illusion and place your feet firmly back in reality.

Complete with a recent event or later when one takes place.

Emotions Facts

E.g. My boss has been act-
ing weird. I feel like I am go-
ing to lose my job.

I have never been in trouble, my supervisor 
even said I did a good job on my report last 
month. I am always on time.

How often are you aware of why and when your moods change? Circle.

Very    1-3x a per day No idea

Are you more aware of good moods or bad moods?

Are you ever surprised at being in a good mood?
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Find someone at home or work to whom you can give a really nice compliment. 
Notice whether the person’s mood seems to improve over the next hour or so. See 
if you felt anything as well. Describe below.

Mood Journal for a Week
Answer the questions below as you go through the week.

Give two examples of when your mood was lifted, even if the lift was subtle, 
because of something another person said or did.

List five life events that can trigger a subtle good mood in you.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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5.
Did you notice being in a better mood after you accomplished tasks, whether at 
work or at home? List the tasks, big or small.

Give two examples of when your mood was down because of something another 
person said or did..

List five life events that triggered a subtle bad mood in you.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
List five thoughts that have influenced your mood before you realized it.

1.

2.

3.
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4.

5.
After a day of lying around the house doing nothing, you can wind up feeling 
blah and empty, or in a crummy mood. Going a whole day with no purpose or 
accomplishments can drop your serotonin. It is a big no-no if you want to be happy. 
Describe such a day if you have had one.

How Do You Handle Disappointments

List the three negative beliefs you most commonly heard while growing up from 
those around you when things went wrong.

1

2

3
List the four negative comments about your life that you most commonly hear 
yourself saying or thinking (that you now realize are beliefs) when things go wrong.

1

2

3

4
See if you can recognize four of your own beliefs such as “life is unfair” that have 
made your disappointments feel like a personal assault.

1
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2

3

4

This week, write down three instances in which you realize you are letting a current 
disappointment color your feelings about your whole life, career, family, and future.

1

2

3
List eight examples of when you had hidden expectations that you were unaware 
of until they did not come to pass and you became angry (anything from arriving at 
work on time to having a nice day with the family).

1

2

3

4

5

6
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7

8
List six examples of when you have personalized a situation that was not personal 
from this week or from the past.

1

2

3

4

5

6   

No need to do these exercises all at once. Refer to them at the end of each day 
until you are able to answer all of them.
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Tantalizing Tantrums

 
Are You Known for Overreacting?

Has anyone ever told you that you worry too much? If so, do you agree?

Are you known for having a bad temper?

Who have you hurt by blowing up?

Describe two situations in which you have embarrassed yourself by blowing up.

1.

2.

 5CHAPTER
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Do you notice how empowered or strong you feel while you are blowing off steam?

Letting go of this reaction can make you feel vulnerable. Describe an example of 
what it felt like trying to control your rage. What thoughts went through your head?

Monologues

How often do you have these monologue arguments? (Circle)

1-3 x per month           More than 5x per month

Where do you do it the most? (Circle)

In bed           In the shower         While driving 

Getting ready in the morning

List the types of situations you rehash from the day, from your past, and in 
preparation of a future situation.

Day
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Past

Preparation for the future

Do you ever try to stop yourself once you realize you are getting upset? 

How difficult is that?
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List the four people you most often do this with in your head.

1.

2.

3.

4.

List two instances this week when you have tried to catch these auto pilot moments. 
Were you able to stop before you were too upset? Describe below.

1.

2.
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Who’s In Charge Here?

    

Time to Slow Down

Exercise One: Do at Home 

Prepare yourself a cup of your favorite beverage. Go from sitting and reading this 
book to placing it down, standing up, and taking your first step and then another 
with total concentration. Find your cup or mug, and continue each step with 
absolute attention until your beverage is brewing or ready to drink. Then answer 
the questions below.

Did you notice that you physically slowed down so you could pay attention to each 
move?

Were you relaxed or tense while trying to concentrate?

6CHAPTER
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Did it feel more natural as you went along?

Did you get frustrated or annoyed?

Did you notice things you don’t normally notice in the process? If so what?

Exercise Two: Do at Home 

Make yourself a simple snack. Again, put this book down, stand, and begin walking 
into your kitchen. Let no movement go unnoticed. Even if you are just turning your 
body to reach for something, notice each aspect of the movement. No need to 
study it; just observe with great attention as if you were moving your body for the 
first time.

Was it more natural this time?

Did you feel frustrated at any point?

What did you notice about your thinking?

Did anything happen to pull you out of this attentive mode? Explain:
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Circle your overall feeling when done.  
RELAXED      TENSE      SAME     Other______________

Practice this exercise throughout your day with things that you 
normally do mindlessly, such as showering, shaving, brushing your 
teeth, making your bed, vacuuming, driving, putting on make-up, 
or preparing for bed. 
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Mindfulness/Meditation

 Mindfulness is sometimes referred to as a technology of 
sorts because its effects are measurable; but the best part is you 
don’t have to believe in it to see results. It just works. It has been 
proven to do the following:
• Increase focus and concentration
• Reduce emotional reactivity
• Reduce stress
• Improve memory
• Enhance empathy
• Increase cognitive f lexibility
• Lower sensitivity to pain

 
Three Mindful Practices 

  
Practice 1

 
 Sit upright in a comfortable chair, eyes closed. Take five long inhala-
tions, and exhale twice as slowly as you inhale, if possible. Afterward, place the 
tip of your tongue underneath your two front teeth. Just as this prevents you from 

 7CHAPTER
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talking, it sends a signal to your brain to stop the mental chatter. Allow your eyes 
to gently gaze upward into your forehead. This helps raise alpha brain waves that 
settle your mind. Begin listening to any sounds outside of yourself, such as birds, 
the wind or rain, wind chimes, or even just the silence. This is not a casual atten-
tion; rather, it is a focused attention as you pick just one sound to listen for, as if 
you were listening for someone to whisper your name. Your first goal is to do this 
for thirty seconds without being distracted by passing thoughts. As you do notice 
thoughts, you will just let them drift by like clouds in the sky by immediately fo-
cusing your attention on your body for tension and consciously relaxing it. Every 
thought you notice is to trigger your attention back to the sound. Do not be harsh 
with yourself when thoughts arise. Thinking about other things is what your brain 
is used to doing. Just continue to listen for outside sounds. If you find yourself 
carried away momentarily following a thought, even for four or five seconds, begin 
your thirty seconds over again. If using sound is not comfortable for you, then by 
all means simply focus on your breath, just noticing the slow, deliberate inhale and 
exhale. After your first attempt, applaud yourself! Many won’t even attempt 

what you just did.

Practice 2

 Use this practice when your mind is wandering so much that you are get-

ting more frustrated than relaxed. This will take five minutes. Take five long inha-

lations, and exhale twice as slowly as you inhale. Sit upright and just listen to your 

breath or another sound. Then wait thirty seconds and check your shoulders, back, 

and arms for tension. You will notice how your body is reacting to all the thoughts 

racing through your head even as you try to sit calmly. As you notice tension, just 

relax your shoulders, arms, lower back, or whatever part of your body is reacting. 

Do this until you can go one minute without tensing up.

 It will amaze you how quickly your body will tense up again. Doing this 

each morning will help you remember to check your body during the day for this 

tension buildup. Once you are able complete one minute straight for three consec-

utive days, try going to two minutes with the same process. If your mind wanders, 

start over until you complete two minutes.
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 The Internet has many types of guided meditations for you to experiment 

with, and there are FREE down loadable meditation links on my website. Every-

one is different. For me, using guided meditations that take me through my entire 

body don’t seem to allow me to enter into any state of real stillness. That could be 

because such a technique employs the mind’s various regions by requiring that it 

pay attention to various parts of the body. However, other guided meditations that 

just talk every few minutes and remind me to focus have been just right for me.

 
Practice 3: (For a Really Busy Brain)

If you are feeling hyper and distracted, try this. Sit in a place in the room where 

you have never sat before, a place that will give you a completely new angle on 

the room (that may mean on the floor). Sit with your eyes closed, take three deep 

breaths, and try to imagine you are in a dream. Then open your eyes and slowly 

look around the room from this new perspective. Try to recapture the feeling you 

have when dreaming, when nothing is in your mind but what you are seeing. Try 

to soak in everything with deliberate attention as if this were the most important 

dream you ever had, trying to memorize each detail. Do this for one minute without 

letting your mind think about what you are seeing. No cleaning the cobwebs you 

might spot—just sit and observe. 

 Sitting in a different area in a room can be very helpful because whenever 

you see or experience something new, your brain creates new neurons for learn-

ing. Those new neurons can be very helpful in bringing a heightened awareness to 

a situation, and with that awareness comes a focused calm. This is why vacations 

are so powerful. Your brain is flush with new neurons, bringing you into a state of 

calm, focused attention. 
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Beginning Your Daily Mediation/Mindfulness Practice

If you found that your mind kept bouncing all over (99 percent will), did you notice 
any one prevalent thought? If so, which one?
 
Was it a problem, a memory, or a recurring dialogue with another person?

How many times did you have to start over?________________ 

Did you let yourself get frustrated over your mind wandering?________________

Describe your first attempt here. Was it harder or easier than you expected, and 
how long did it take for you to complete one minute?

Did you find that your mind kept bouncing all over before you realized it was 
happening? 

 
Did any particular thought keep taking over? If so, what was it?

How many times did you have to start over?___________________

Day 1

Day 2
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Describe your second attempt here. Was it harder or easier than you expected? 
Did you get frustrated? How long did it take?

Did you find that during the day, you reminded yourself to focus on the moment or 
practice the listening?_________________
If not yet, you will. You are one day closer to smiling every day.

Did you find that your mind kept bouncing all over before you realized it was 
happening? _________________________
Did any particular thought keep taking over? If so, what was it?

How many times did you have to start over?__________________
Describe your third attempt here: Was it harder or easier than you expected? Did 
you get frustrated? How long did it take?

Did you find that during the day, you reminded yourself to focus on the moment or 
practice the listening?________________

Day 3
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Did you find that your mind kept bouncing all over before you realized it was 
happening?_________________
Did any particular thought keep taking over? If so, was it a problem or a recurring 
dialogue with another person?

How many times did you have to start over?___________________
Describe your fourth attempt here: Was it harder or easier than you expected? Did 
you get frustrated? How long did it take?

Did you find that during the day, you reminded yourself to focus on the moment or 

practice the listening?_______________

Was your mind bouncing all over before you realized time passed? ___________
Did any particular thought keep taking over? If so, what was it?

How many times did you have to start over?__________________

Day 4

Day 5
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Describe your fifth attempt here: Was it harder or easier than you expected, did 
you get frustrated, how long did it take?

Did you find that during the day, you reminded yourself to focus on the moment or 

practice the listening?___________________

 Will you commit to practicing for one to five minutes each 
morning? If so, be sure to brag about it on my “10 Seconds to Happy” 
Facebook page. You deserve it. And I will enjoy hearing about your 
progress.
 If you don’t feel ready, or if disturbing memories/thoughts 
came up during your practice, cut yourself some slack; that is not 
uncommon. Just practice deep breathing and relaxing for fifteen 
seconds throughout your day until you can progress longer. This 
is just the beginning of a wonderful ongoing journey, not a task 
to be completed. If you have any reservations about attempting 
meditation/mindfulness, search the Internet about it or e-mail your 
questions to me.
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Time to Start Feeling  Better 

 Most of us are very confused about what actually makes us 
happy, which is obvious by our pursuits for the empty promises of 
status, money, and fame. In an article published in Harvard Business 

Review Press in 2011, Professor Amabile  states, “We found that of all the 

events that could make for a great day at work, the most important was making 

progress on meaningful work — even a small step forward.” 

Studies reveal the 3 top things that make humans happy

 In short, we need to feel that we matter, but when we question 
our value or those around us do, we can spiral into misery. 

 8CHAPTER

1. Being a part of something that offers a sense of meaning and purpose. 
    (dopamine/serotonin)

2. Spending time with family and friends. (serotonin/oxytocin)

3. Being kind and helping others. (serotonin/oxytocin)
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How Your Brain Learns to Focus on What You Want

It might seem a bit heady to be retraining your brain’s focus on a 

conscious and subconscious level. However, this happens quite 

naturally. Have you ever wanted to purchase an item such as a 

particular car and then suddenly began to see that car everywhere? 

This happens because you activated your reticular activating system, 

which seeks and finds whatever you begin to focus on.

 
Key Beliefs When on Vacation:

I deserve a time-out. My only job is to appreciate beauty.
My life won’t fall apart. I can stop worrying.
I need this for my health. I am safe here.

All of these beliefs can be adopted in everyday life, but until now 
we have believed that mindset to be opposed to fixing everything 
we don’t like about life. 
 

Let’s Do a Test 

Let’s see how you can explore these wonderful feelings by triggering them via a 
song. Get your IPod or whatever you use to listen to music, and find your favorite 
song. Use a song you have not heard in a while. Sit someplace comfortable. Don’t 
do anything except watch what your brain does…close your eyes, relax, turn it on, 
and listen. When it ends, continue reading.

Did you feel that? That was your get happy permission slip! 
Did you notice that you felt a rush of dopamine even at hearing the 
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first few notes? They told you something good was coming—the 
rest of the song and the memories attached to it. 

Exercises to Target the Three Areas That Make Us Happy

List organizations in which you could invest your time to help out.

Who are some family and friends you really enjoy and could have on speed dial to 
spend more quality time with?

What kind of anonymous kind deeds could you do for others?

What projects could you work on that will leave you feeling productive?

Describe a moment you had on vacation when nothing seemed to bother you.

Recall a time while on vacation when things went wrong, but you handled them 
with grace and patience. Describe how your thinking was different than usual.
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Have you ever said to yourself while on vacation, “When I get home and go back to 
work, I am going to stay calm like I am now and not let things get to me anymore”?

How long was it before you went back to your old reactions? ________________
What did it feel like when you realized that your best efforts were thwarted by 
problems and pressures?

Lets Brighten Up That Vacation Memory
 
 Take a moment now to see your favorite vacation spot. Picture it as you 
are arriving. Feel the excitement of being off duty for the next several days. Smell 
the air, hear the sounds, see the other people relaxing, see all the beauty, the 
scenery and the things unique to that place. Do this for two to three minutes until 
you are smiling or feeling a warm, calming sensation in your body. A smile tells you 
it’s working. Can you see how quickly your brain responds to a mere memory? Sit 
with it now and take a time-out. It’s OK to feel like you are there right now. If you 
do it right, you will not be disappointed when you reopen your eyes; don’t worry. 
No need to explain this to anyone, either. This is your safe place. You always tell 
yourself that you should have a vacation once a month anyway, so take one now. 
On the next page, write out every detail. The more details you have, the stronger 
it will be. If you need to write it out before imagining it, do that.
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The Best Things in Life Are Free

 
Identify Your Brain’s Bias
 
 On a scale of 1-10 notice how much emotion the following situations 
raise: See how upbeat you feel, with 10 being upbeat”  and 1“not at all,” This is not 
about how you see them but how you feel them register in your mind. 

The Start of Your Day:

Wake up on time 1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10

Feel rested 1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10
Had a nice breakfast 1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10
Kids off to school on time 1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10
Car started 1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10
No line at coffee shop 1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10

Now do the same exercise for the events below. Notice how much emotion the 
following situations raise: See how upset you feel as you read these.
 

 9CHAPTER
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The Start of Your Day:

Wake up late 1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10
Feel exhausted 1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10

Raining hard outside 1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10
No time for breakfast 1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10
Kids wake up late, are cranky 1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10
Car won’t start 1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10
Long line at coffee shop 1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10

Do you see how much higher your numbers are toward the negative outcomes? 
Can you see how your brain is programmed to respond more to problems than to 
the good things?

For every experience that elicits a negative emotion at six or above, your 
goal is to be that happy about those events when they go right every day.

 
 

Appreciation Exercise:
 
See how upset you would be if the things listed below happened. Read the list 
below and pause at each one to imagine experiencing each event, with all the 
details and emotions you would feel. Imagine how crummy it would be to have 
to deal with them and how they would affect your day (Take time for this; it’s 
important.)

Rip in Your Pants

Lost Wallet

Lost Keys

Spilled Coffee in Car

Cell Phone Missing

Big Stain on Couch

Dent on Car

Earrings are Missing

Car Won’t Start

Virus That Wipes Computer Out
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Now take ten to fifteen seconds with each one to imagine each problem 
disappearing, allowing yourself to feel relieved. Let it really sink in how really 
wonderful it is that these situations are not something you have to deal with today.

Every day, their absence and the absence of other things like them 
are a GOOD experience, a blessing that you need to soak in. Try to 
even name the good feelings you experience (e.g., wonderful, safe, 
secure, appreciative, happy). Allowing these feelings of appreciation 
and gladness to soak in will begin to reset your brain’s spotlight so it 
gets in the habit of looking for the good things all around you rather 
than letting them simply go unnoticed. 

Practice Being in The NOW Right Now 
 
1. Pay attention to every positive fact around you. Register each thing deeply in 
your mind’s attention by saying it out loud: “I feel safe in this chair. I am protected 
by these walls. I feel the warm clean air that I’m breathing.” Write each fact down.
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2. Now pick another fact. For example, I have family who love me, friends who 
care, kids, or something similar. Now close your eyes for ten seconds and savor 
it. Feel it emotionally to intensify it, just as you would do in your mind if you were 
angry. Don’t rush. Ten seconds is just a guideline; go for twenty if you can. In the 
early stages, taking a longer time to feel the sensation will train the brain faster.
3. Feel it soaking into your brain and body, registering it deeply as an emotional 
memory. When you smile or feel as though there is a warm blanket around you, 
you’ve nailed it. If you want to speed up the rewiring process, do this at least twice 
an hour for one minute. In the beginning you will have to remind yourself to do it, 
but after just one week, it will become natural and you will be doing it several times 
per hour, feeling more and more appreciative and fortunate. Make up your mind to 

practice, and your brain will do the rest. 

 In the words of Abraham Lincoln, “Most folks are about as happy 

as they make their minds up to be”. So make up your mind now!

Time To Soak it In
 
Bring to mind a person who cares for you, loves you, and genuinely wishes you 
well. Feel the person’s love and concern for you. Bring to mind anything that makes 
you feel peaceful, relaxed, happy, or loved, or think of a pet or child you love. 
Now take ten seconds or more for each thing you noticed, feeling their goodness 
sinking into you. Wait for that smile. When you are done, write them out below. 
Comment on anything you never noticed before.

1

2

3

4
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5

Here are some great things that we take for granted. Each morning find three 
things around you to focus on and feel good about—or use the list below—before 
you leave the house. It will help if you preface each event or item that you use with 
the thought of how it would feel to not have these things. 

Morning:

• Appreciate a pair of socks that you like and the fact that they are 
clean without holes.

• If it is a nice day, appreciate the warmth of the sun and clean air. 

• If it is rainy or snowy, appreciate that you have a warm house or a 
dry car to get you around safely.

• Appreciate having food for breakfast or the money to buy a cup of 
coffee.

• Even if your morning is hectic getting the kids out the door, 
appreciate that they are healthy and can get to school without 
physical assistance. Some parents will never know what that is 
like, and considering that for just a minute or two will calm your 
nerves when your kids are dragging their feet.

• If you are a parent with a disabled child, know that this child will 
teach you more about ways to smile than a hundred books could. 

• Notice and feel good about having enough makeup, soap, even 
deodorant. Running out of any of those things during your morning 
routine would be a real pain, so be sure to appreciate every 
moment those things come together for you.

• Appreciate having clean clothes regardless of whether they are 
exactly what you like to wear.
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Afternoon:

• Feel good when things ARE NOT damaged or broken. Initially this 
will feel unimportant. This is where you will be rewiring things.

• Feel good when your car starts right up.

• Really enjoy driving to work and having no traffic jams. You know 
how furious you can become when there is traffic, so take note 
when there is none.

• Smile with pleasure and appreciation when your computer starts up 
and behaves.

• Got a ton of e-mails to go through? Take a moment to revel in the 
amazing technology that lets you send a message to a person three 
cubicles down faster than you can walk there. 

• For women, a bad hair day can really put us in a mood, so girls, 
when you’re having a good hair day, remind yourself several times a 
day how wonderful your hair looks. 

• Take time for lunch, reminding yourself that you deserve to eat and 
take a break. Focus on the taste, texture, and nutrition.

• If you had an anxiety-producing morning and need to calm down, 
find a local pet store at lunch and ask if you can play with a puppy 
or kitten. Think about nothing but giving the pet some love and your 
oxytocin will explode, which is the best thing for calming stress.

• Feel great about getting a close parking space; don’t rush past it but 
rather sit there for a few seconds and let it sink in.

• Be present and really enjoy a great conversation with a loved one.

• Be thankful for finding some extra money in a wallet or pocket.

• Soak in having had a hard laugh with a friend or coworker.

• Notice how you feel after buying yourself a luxury item. Really 
memorize how that feels. Shopping kicks in dopamine, which is why 
people get addicted to it…OK, women get addicted.

• Be thankful when you purchase the last item on the shelf.

• For women, when you get that manicure, truly enjoy it, let it sink in, 
and admire how pretty your nails look. We spend a fortune and then 
appreciate them for only an hour or so.
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Evening:

• Sitting down to dinner is not something you should rush through, 
thinking only about getting the kitchen clean and watching TV.

• Be thankful that you have the ingredients to make the meal you 
just decided to make.

• Pay attention to the conversation at dinner as though you never 
heard those voices before. (It helps to pretend you are in a dream)

• Be thankful that the kids are healthy and tucked in.

• Be happy that the house is secured and locked.

• Be thankful that you are fed, not hungry.

• Appreciate that you had clean water to take a relaxing shower.

• At night, take it in when climbing into a bed with clean sheets and 
putting on clean pajamas.

Again, savor these by taking in every detail of them, and visit the 
opposing options to feel the reality of their goodness.
 This is the whole crux of rewiring your brain and mind. With 
this reserve of DOS in your synapses, you will handle problems with a 
vacation mind-set. 

End-of-Day Journal:
 
 Each night before bed, look back over your day and write things down, 
starting with the evening and working backward. Recount all the good things that 
you may have missed. Then ask yourself if anything happened that motivated or 
encouraged you about your life or even mankind. Did anything good happen that 
you did not expect? Did you see, feel, or hear anything that pulled at your heart-
strings that maybe you overlooked? Do this every night for one month, and it will 
change your life. You can write your first night out here. (By the way this one prac-
tice alone has been proven in studies to lift the mood of even clinically depressed 
people.)
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End of Week Journal:

 Look back over the past week and ask yourself how many issues you 
worried about or got upset over that never manifested. See if you can remember 
five things you overstressed about that worked out better than you initially expected. 
Even if it was something as small as being late somewhere, your car making a 
funny noise, or being worried that someone might be mad at you.
If you have any trouble remembering things, perhaps that is because they worked 
themselves out or never materialized, and instead of your brain reminding you to 
feel good about them, it simply dismissed them and moved on to the next thing to 
worry about. This practice will help you catch yourself during the day before you are 
getting worked up unnecessarily 

1

2

3

4

5
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A SHORT PICK ME UP LIST

 It is good to have some things handy that can increase DOS 
quickly for those sudden drops in mood. Here are some things you 
can experience quickly to bring about a dopamine, serotonin, or 
oxytocin release. Keep them handy for those sudden tough moments.
 I remember once in high school I was so sick of the Jersey 
winter that when I saw our Coppertone suntan lotion on the shelf one 
morning, I took it down and took a big whiff. Wow. I was transported 
right to the beach. So I wondered what would happen if I put some 
around my neck. Well, I did, and for a few days it was amazing; I 
would just close my eyes and feel like it was a summer day. The 
really funny part was that when a few of my friends smelled it, half 
of them teased me, but the others kept sniffing me, saying it made 
them happy.

• Take a good whiff of your favorite suntan lotion in the middle of a 
dreary winter day.

• The smell of your favorite lotion, incense, or candle can do 
wonders. Aromatherapy through essential oil blends with names 
like “Peace and Calming” or “Valor” that can change your mood 
when diffused. Any one of these at your desk will do more for you 
than a piece of candy or carb snack.

• Write your own smell ideas here that you can keep around.
• Chew your favorite kind of gum.
• Hug someone. A twenty-second hug will raise your oxytocin level.
• Name three people you can count on for great hugs.

1

2

3
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• Have a great night of sex. Oxytocin seems to be able to alleviate 
strong anxiety better than dopamine or serotonin.

• The sound of birds chirping can be wonderfully relaxing and is also 
very helpful to have as a soundtrack playing in your cubicle.

• Download nature sounds to your phone.

• Exercise three times a week with thirty minutes of aerobics, if you 
are able to. After about a month, you will notice the endorphins 
keeping you calmer for forty-eight to seventy-two hours. If you 
hate working out, use music. Like I have said exercise can do more 
for mood that some anti-depressants. 

• Laughter can also kick endorphins in. Take ten to fifteen minutes 
to watch funny videos from YouTube.

• 

List three of your favorite funny videos that you have saved to your watch list on 
YouTube. Find three if you don’t already have them.

1

2

3
Buy a small luxury item for yourself. List six small affordable things you could buy 
(e.g., lip balm or lip gloss, your favorite cereal, a new lotion, a new book, a rented 
movie, new shampoo, a magazine, an accessory for the car or tool).               

Until now, I have been generalizing about good feelings. However, 
we need to dive a bit deeper because when we feel an overriding 
emotion, we need to know what chemical it might be affecting.
We have three basic areas of necessity that the brain is always 
assessing.

Those three areas are: 
Dopamine- Food/Water —— Oxytocin- Inclusion/Love-

Serotonin/Security
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 When something happens that throws you off your game, you 
need to first assess which of the above areas it is affecting and then 
grab for the exact counter emotion. To experience the positive counter 
emotion, you need recall counter experiences or engage in certain 
behaviors. So it helps to have them handy. Review the list below, and 
then recall your own positive emotions or experiences that would 
match the description on the right. This is a key technique for bad 
moments or bad days. Then write down the actual experiences you 
can remember.

Positive Emotions or Behaviors to Use Against Negative Feelings

Threatened Safe, secure, guarded

Attacked Protected

Sad Grateful

Depressed/hopeless Need a new perspective. Call 
or go visit someone to help

Unsatisfied/negative Complete a task or project. Call or 
visit someone you can help.

Weak / Helpless Strong, accomplished

Devalued Appreciated, Involved

On the following pages write down all of the 
wonderful ways you experience your needs being met.
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Experiences Having Ample Food and Water
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Experiences of Having Loving Moments with People or Pets
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Experiences of Feeling Safe, Secure, and Protected
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Experiences That Can Lower Your Dopamine

Rejection by a potential or existing lover or friends

Laying around the house doing nothing

Loss of food source

Grief and loss of friendship or death of person or pet

Loss of job or money

Team Loss

Car accident

Serious disappointment after buying an expensive item

Experiences That Can Lower Your Oxytocin

Rejection of a lover or close friend

Lack of physical touch

Isolation, being rejected, or having a disagreement

Lack of emotional exchange

Intense stress

Feeling misunderstood or disconnected, having a friend angry with you

Having your last child leave the nest

Having your favorite show cancelled

Experiences That Can Lower Your Serotonin

Being around others who brag

Your boss being unhappy with you

Feeling less smart or good looking, feeling inferior to others

Comparing what you have to what others have (money, possessions, spouse, etc.).

Feeling poor not having the money to buy something in the moment

Feeling left out or excluded

Seeing others win, accomplish, or get ahead

Not getting things accomplished you had planned

Being fearful you overspent

Having someone correct you in public (anything embarrassing)
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These are just a few examples that can lower some of your brain 
chemicals. For years, you may have found that you came home feeling 
awful after being in certain circumstances or around certain people. 
Now you can start to figure out what was triggering that feeling by 
reviewing your three core areas and increase the chemical that seems 
to be affected prior to being in those situations. 

For the Women Readers

Even after practicing these techniques for a few years, during that time of 

the month, some women can suddenly find that focusing on good things 

isn’t registering. During this time, norepinephrine and epinephrine (also 

known as adrenaline and noradrenaline) have kicked in, and you may feel 

tenser, more uptight, and more impatient. Being sure to take the time in 

the morning and in the afternoon to soak in good things for a longer period 

will be key. I don’t deny that I could be the poster child for PMS misery; I 

notice the good, but I don’t feel it as much. If this happens to you, it is not 

your fault. Nothing is wrong, but you will have to ride this out for a couple 

of days. I have also found that when I have soaked my brain in DOS prior 

to that time, I do much better. (For years I have been recommending to 

clients to take 1000mg of the amino acid Tyrosine on an empty stomach to 

calm down norepinephrine and epinephrine. It works like magic in about 

2 hours.
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Cornerstone of Happiness— 
Finding Your Purpose

 

What It Feels Like to Lose Your Purpose

Without purpose and direction, you can start to flounder and experience 

feeling bored, restless, or blah, with little satisfaction. Feelings of guilt may 

surface, but you will not be sure why. You will want to go back to bed. You 

might feel unloved, unnoticed, unlovable. You might even feel disgusted, 

hating your life and yourself. Nothing underscores how bad this can feel as 

people who feel so little purpose that they commit suicide. And nothing 

underscores how misguided their feelings and thoughts can be as in the 

death of Robin Williams. The whole world could have told him he mattered 

but due to a chemical imbalance he had no way to feel it or verify it. Never 

trust your feelings, always check your facts. Everyone matters!

 
 What things do you do to help others that make you feel amazing? 
List them in priority order. E.g. helping: children, seniors, disabled, teaching, 
mentoring, etc

  10CHAPTER
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1

2

3

3

5

6
Below, list four tasks around the house that you could accomplish when feeling 
blah. (cleaning, washing, organizing, throwing things out, etc.). Remember, even if 
you don’t think such an activity will satisfy you, it most likely will.

1

2

3

4

If you want to feel good then 
make others feel good
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The “Others” Friend or Foe?

 
On a scale of one to ten (ten being great), how comfortable are you in a social 
setting before having a drink?   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10

List some of the insecurities, fears, and judgments—real or imagined—that run 
rampant in your mind. Later, refer back to chapter four and counter them with real 
facts.

How has this false perception altered your behavior toward people in social 
settings?

 11CHAPTER
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Have you ever judged a person negatively and then discovered he or she was 
really nice after actually engaging the person in a conversation?

Has anyone ever admitted to you that when they first met you, they really didn’t like 
you but then changed their mind after getting to know you? How did that feel? Did 
you notice that your own mind is like “What? How could you not like me?”

Think back to a social gathering when you felt overwhelmed and insecure because 
of your perception and assumptions and not because of an actual event. How did 
buying into those emotions ruin your time out? What would you do differently now? 
Explain:

In order to begin this next step you need to get comfortable with the actual physical 
places that you go into. Start by taking notice of everything there to assist you as 
soon as you walk into any setting.. At work you might find a comfortable chair, a 
well-lit desk, a clean bathroom, perhaps some coffee or food. In a store, you might 
find there are signs to guide you, baskets to help you, proper lighting, or clean 
shelves. Allow a sense of appreciation to come over you. I mean having to go to a 
store sure beats having to plunder the woods for something to kill and eat, right? 
Use the table on the next page to list all the things you noticed that were helpful to 
you in any way or were simply put there with you in mind. Take ten seconds to let 
each positive thing you notice soak in until you feel it.
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List the place and what you noticed about it.

Venue Venue Venue

Complete this exercise throughout the week 
as you notice your behavior.

List the places where you avoid eye contact the most.

Did you avoid eye contact the whole time or only at the beginning? Describe:

Do you avoid eye contact out of any underlying shame or embarrassment, or is it 
more like a vague insecurity?

In what places do you avoid eye contact the least? Why?
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How do you feel when you make eye contact with a stranger?

Does it matter if the stranger is of the opposite sex?

How does it feel when you flash someone a big smile and they smile back as 
opposed to them looking right through you?

Did any fears rise up as you went to smile at someone?

Describe the first experience in which you noticed other people responding 
differently toward you. 

Did you notice anyone talking to or smiling at you even before you had a chance 
to smile at them? 
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Did you have a conversation with anyone with whom you previously wouldn’t have 
engaged in conversation? If so, how did that come about?

Did you notice more of your own judgments? If so, what did you notice first, your 
negative attitude or the actual thought that preempted it? List them.

Can you recall the specific thought?
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Turning Lemons Into Lemonade

  
  This practice will allow you to be as receptive as a wide-
eyed child. Your brain underestimates your past accomplishments and 
achievements just as it does with many of your present ones. But this 
method of having someone else tell you about your achievements will 
allow you to revisit these facts and feel how monumental they really 
are. Make sure that you hear and see this imaginary version of you; 
make it as real as you can, and take your time.

Back in Time Exercise: 
Click here for a link to an audible version of the following visualization.

 
 Close your eyes and take four long breaths. See yourself at a younger 
age somewhere between nine and thirteen years old. Then feel yourself as that 
young person and see yourself comfortably sitting somewhere, curiously wonder-
ing what your future holds. Let that time come back to you as strongly as possi-
ble. Allow yourself to travel back there, hearing all the sounds and feeling all the 
feelings you felt back then. Then this person, (an older version of yourself) walks 
up to you, smiles, and sits down next to you. They look familiar, and as you try to 
understand what is happening. They look at you and say, I’m here to give you a 
little peek into your future, would you like that?  You nod as they seem very famil-

 12CHAPTER
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iar to you. They begin telling you about all the things you will have in the future 
at your current age. They tell you about every good thing you have (house, car, 
family, friends, mate, job, etc.). You stand up together, and they begin taking you 
around your home showing you the things you own, the car you drive, the clothes 
you wear, your pets, and your best friends. Listen carefully, hearing this as a child 
would be for the first time. What it is like to use a phone with no wires, to read the 
news off a screen that is not a TV and to type on a keyboard with no paper instead 
your words appear on that same screen. They try to describe what the Internet is 
and a tablet. You hear about how big TV’s are and what a home theater is. You 
are in awe as you listen to how you will be able connect to your childhood friends 
through something called Facebook and send letters to friends thousands of miles 
away in only seconds. You are spellbound as you listen to this older version of you 
describe how you have overcome different trials and are stronger for it. You are 
amazed at how many people count on you for help and even their survival. You 
can do this out loud, in a whisper, or in your head. A whisper can to be very helpful 
as long as you do it in second person. Feel the amazement that comes over you. 
You know it’s working when a smile comes across your face. Many people can’t 
believe how well this technique works. It’s because doing this in the second person 
removes the subjective, critical judge. This allows you to really accept all the good 
things happening in your life without judging yourself or feeling guilty about them. 
When done answer the following questions.

On a scale of one to ten, how powerful was this for you? 

Of the things you normally take for granted, what touched you the most?

What part of your life made you feel the best?

Did anything come to mind that surprised you?
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Did you remember anything about your current life as you did this exercise that you 
forgot made an impact on who you have become?

What amazing things came to mind that you have overcome?

Did you feel more gratitude towards your family and friends than you are normally 
aware of?

Can you see how even current technology is something to feel very grateful for? 

Note if you felt safer, more hopeful, or inspired. Describe.
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Using Good Memories To Erase Past Pain

 First let’s fill your toolbox with some great memories that you 
can pull up fast and easy. I want you to try to recall some past great 
experiences to feel their good all over again just as you did with your 
vacation memory. Take your time, at least ten seconds, for each one. 

Use Memories and Imagination to Feel Good Right Now

• The memory of a child giving you a hug or a kiss. 
• The memory of a puppy licking your face.
• The memory of eating the most delicious desert.
• The memory of sitting with the sun warming your body on a  

beautiful but chilly summer day.
• The memory of a really funny story.
• The feeling of unwrapping a Christmas or birthday present.
• The memory of purchasing a big luxury item, such as a house, car, 

or home theater.
• A memory of your young child wrapping their arms around your 

neck and saying, “I love you”.
• The memory of you making others laugh.
• The memory of someone saying ”You helped me so much”

 13CHAPTER
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List Ten Wonderful Memories of Your Own:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

 Now we are going to use these memories to effectively 
override the pain associated with some old negative memories. For 
the best and fastest results, be sure the good memories closely relate 
to the discomfort you are feeling.
 To do this, you will identify the root emotion you want to 
override so you can counter it effectively. At first it will take some 
practice to discern what triggers your emotions; you may well believe 
it is one thing but discover it was something else. So if you have 
memories of being unappreciated and taken for granted but assume 
it’s just a feeling of loneliness, then thinking of times when you 
were around friends having fun and laughter will not be that helpful. 
You would instead need to remember times of being appreciated, 
valued, and recognized. The key is to be clear on what your beliefs 
are about these memories.
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Write down a painful emotion then under that the antidote (happy memory) 

1

2

3

4

Rewiring the Anxiety Circuit
 
 Several summers ago, I had been experiencing some chronic 
anxiety that seemed to persist under most of my daily activities. 
Even though I was not depressed, no matter what thought came to 
mind, it triggered a sense of anxiety and dread. I went on vacation 
to the Jersey Shore and had been doing some journaling at the beach 
when I had an epiphany. For those of you who don’t know, I make 
various kinds of art. Suddenly, I realized my best piece of art work 
is still ahead of me. This ignited me. I had no idea that I had been 
doubting my skills and my ability to come up with another really 
outstanding painting. Subconsciously, for whatever reason, I was 
under the impression that my best artwork was behind me after 
applying myself for only about eight years! Why? Did I think that 
was the lifetime of an artist? Of course not; the fact was, I was only 
getting started, and I knew that was a truth I could trust. 
 The following day when I felt the anxiety, I immediately 
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repeated out loud, “My best artwork is ahead of me.” I waited and 
made sure I felt the same elation I had felt the day before. The 
anxiety dissipated! I froze right where I stood. Was it a fluke or 
coincidence? Moments later, I tried it again and felt happy with no 
anxiety. Throughout the day, I then continued to bring this truth 
back to mind with all of its feeling each time I felt the slightest wave 
of anxiety, which at that point was happening several times an hour. 
I would simply say out loud, “My best artwork is ahead of me,” and 
the anxiety would vanish!
 What happened next though really surprised me. In only 
two days, when something occurred that would normally trigger 
an anxious feeling, my brain automatically triggered the great 
feelings I’d had about making my best piece of artwork! Not the 
thought, just the wonderful emotions were on the heels of every 
anxious thought I had! This blew me away. My brain somehow had 
associated my negative thoughts with positive emotions! The brain 
is very efficient; once it recognized that I brought up my art at the 
onset of any anxiety, it simply began to release the good, happy 
feelings before I even had a chance to recite the thought to trigger 
them. I didn’t need to recall the thought about making art anymore!
 I couldn’t help but be amazed; as any concern that crossed 
my mind immediately brought this wave of happiness. Much later, 
I bought Rick Hansen’s book “Hardwiring Happiness” and read his 
detailed description of this process. It confirmed this wasn’t some 
kind of fluke but rather was a real, repeatable skill. I then realized 
that I could duplicate this same experience with a host of past 
emotions as well, not just present ones. 
 Many years ago before that experience, I was working at a 
client’s office 8 hours every Friday. It was unrelated to my normal 
field of expertise. I disliked the work and this client. After 3 months 
on a Thursday I found myself really dreading the next day. So that 
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Friday after she handed me my usual pay. I spent time looking at it, 
thinking of what I would buy, how nice it was to be flush with money. 
I felt it, smelled it and waited until I could feel the pleasure down 
to my toes. From that moment forward every time I thought about 
spending Friday there, I immediately thought about the feeling of 
getting the money and what it would be like. I was always dreading 
this place, so I was doing this practice several times a day but in only 
a couple of days I had permanently linked the good feelings about 
the money with the thought of going. I stopped hating Fridays! I 
had no idea about this rewiring my brain or that I could repeat this 
practice back then and it still worked wonderfully. Since then I have 
done this countless times with any experience I am dreading from a 
dentist visit, to preparing myself to sit in traffic. 
 Using this technique to over ride bad memories is the next 
step you will practice. I can’t overstate the power and usefulness of 
this as it has changed the lives of countless clients. You will be amazed 
by how different bad memories will feel as their sting dissipates.
  Doing the steps below several times a day will allow your 
brain to automatically tie positive emotions to negative memories. 
This is the beauty of neuroplasticity!

The Technique

 You override one feeling with another by holding two 
thoughts in your mind the way my clients did in the previous stories. 
Make sure the positive thought or fact relates to the category of the 
negative memory. Holding two thoughts at the same time is like 
raising the volume on the TV (the positive memories) to drown out 
the loud voices in the background (the negative memories). You hear 
both, but you focus only on the TV.
 Let’s begin by relieving negative emotions you may experience when you 
have to do annoying tasks. Pick a particular task that bugs you. Nothing major for 
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now, just something that bugs you at between a three and five on a scale of one to 
ten. Could be folding clothes, taking out the garbage, or doing something at work. 
Try to identify why it bugs you: it is boring, it lacks importance, or you feel under-
valued when doing it. Then come up with a great memory that makes you feel the 
opposite. 
 Now to counteract a feeling of being lonely or rejected, thinking of your 
vacation spot would not be appropriate. You need to think of a correlating positive 
memory. Take the good memory and let it resonate within you. Let it be vivid and 
bright, until you feel it sinking into every cell and then gradually allow the annoying 
task to come to mind. When you feel frustrated, let it slip back into the background 
while you feel the good memory, Do this several times. The exact result can be 
different for each person, but most can rewire themselves to feel good about what-
ever annoyed them in one day. After a full day of this, you will notice that your brain 
will begin to go right to the good memory before you can even feel annoyed. Your 
brain has tied the two experiences together.  

 As an example, two men drive a bus for a living. When you 
ask Driver 1 how he likes it, he says, “I hate it. Driving in NYC 
traffic all day is hell, the people are rude, and it is stressful.” When 
Driver 2 is asked the same question, he says, “What I like about it 
is what it provides for me. It gives me a way to have a steady income 
for my family. Every time I am stuck in traffic, I think of how I am 
being paid just to sit there, and I plan what that money will buy for 
my kids. I also think about how all these people are counting on me 
to do my job right so they can do theirs.” He used these truths to 
radiate positive feelings whenever he encountered things he didn’t 
like, thereby teaching his brain to trigger feel-good chemicals when 
these things took place. This has much to do with perspective, but 
what is fascinating is that the brain can quickly initiate the good 
feelings once it sees the pattern you are generating, causing it to 
become a natural state. This is the training; this is the rewiring.
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Attaching a Past Memory to the Present Annoyance of a Child
 
 Here is something to do if you are a parent with a child who does 
something that bugs you (nothing really serious but rather a pet peeve). On the 
next page, write the memory of when the child was born and how it felt to hold 
him or her in your arms for the first time. Write out each detail. Try to recall every 
thought that went through your mind about this child and his or her future. You want 
to recapture all of the emotion of that moment. Stay with it until it is very strong with 
great detail. 
 Now, while that memory is really vivid in your mind with all the emotion, 
allow the thought of what the child does to be in the background. When you feel a 
small amount of frustration rising, bring back the memory of when he or she was 
born. Do this repeatedly until you feel only the emotion of the birth when you think 
of his or her annoying habit.
 You can do this with your spouse as well, using the memory of your 
wedding day or the day you got engaged or recounting how you met.

 

Attaching a Future Memory to a Present Annoyance of Child 
 
 There is a second way for you parents to ease your frustration when 
you have a child who is lacking in some kind of maturity. Here we will use your 
imagination of the future to your advantage. Imagine your child on his or her 
wedding day. Envision it with all the details you can. Bring in every emotion of 
happiness, pride, and hope that you will have that day, and write it below. Do this 
two or three times to solidify it. 
 Once the visualization is very strong, write it out and then sit with it. Very 
gradually allow the memory of the child’s present behavior to creep in. When you 
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feel angry or frustrated, bring the wedding scene to the forefront. Do this until you 
feel your brain releasing the good feelings at the thought of the annoying behavior.

Recalling Specific Types of  Memories
 
First come up with your three happiest memories that made you feel loved, adored, 
special, appreciated, and included. Write down as many details as you can. 
 Write out the following answers by recalling each one with great detail. 
Once you have done that sit with each one and recall every emotional detail you 
can. (Do not attempt these if you are in PMS or are particularly stressed out)

1) Think of three past situations with a loved one that made you feel special, 
unique, and valued. 
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2) Think back to when you were in school when a teacher or other authority made 
you feel smart, gifted, or special in any way.

3) Think of a time when a boss or superior complimented your efforts on a task or 
overall performance.
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4) Describe the most beautiful thing you ever saw or experienced.

 Now name a painful memory at least five years old of when you felt 
ignored, left out, or unappreciated. No need for details here. Just name it.
 Now for the next thirty seconds, all I want you to do is feel one of the best 
memories you wrote. Make sure it is a powerful memory of love and appreciation. 
Wait until you can feel yourself smiling, soaking in the actual emotion of that 
moment. If you aren’t smiling, it may not be strong or vivid enough. Now very 
gently allow the negative memory to be in the background, just like loud voices you 
are drowning out with a TV. Be aware of both. When you can feel the sting of the 
negative one, go right back to the happy one. Continue to bounce between them 
for two minutes. Then open your eyes.
 Doing this practice for two to three minutes about five to seven times a 
day will create an association so that your brain will automatically release your 
feel-good neurotransmitters every time the negative memory resurfaces! Most 
people get results after one day.
 An even more powerful way to do this is to wait until you are having 
a tremendously warm, wonderful experience, maybe with a niece, nephew, 
grandchild, or new puppy. It should be something special, loving, and lighthearted. 
Once you are fully present to all the warmth and love of that moment, begin to allow 
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an old painful memory to surface, but only in the background, When you feel its 
sting, come back to the present moment, feeling all of the love and warmth of being 
with the kids or a pet. Do this several times until all you feel are great emotions 
even when the old memory is present. You have replaced the old negative emotion 
with the new positive one. You just rewired your mind!
 I will mention here that these are not a replacement for working directly 
with a therapist with whom you discuss painful childhood memories. By bringing 
these painful memories to light in the safety of the office with a caring therapist, 
your mind will begin a new kind of emotional association with the memory, using 
the same principle of connecting positive with negative.
Erase the negative emotions with the new positive feelings.
List five past events that trigger pain that you would like to erase.
No need for details just list them.

1

2

3

4

5.
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Use the columns below to list the 
negative memories with the positive ones

  Painful Memories  Happy Memories
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Last Thoughts

 Exercise done right can get you out of a state of anxiety and 
keep you out for forty-eight to seventy-two hours. Guaranteed. No 
drug can promise that.

Whom can you nurture?

With whom can you cuddle?

Who makes you feel really safe and cared for?

Who gives the best hugs?

What sport or exercise could you take up? 

 14CHAPTER
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Your Progression

 After about three weeks of recalling good memories and 
seeing and feeling all the good around you regularly, you will find 
that your tolerance for problems, disappointments, and setbacks 
has increased. When a bill arrives or your boss has an attitude, your 
brain will naturally recall these things of comfort before you go into 
fight-and-protect mode, and you will immediately feel a sense of 
relief and safety. When you notice that you are reacting to a situation 
out of habit, you will be able to feel that the emotion is not nearly as 
strong as it used to be. Your reaction will now be calmer because of 
the extra supply of DOS you now carry.
 After I was  5 weeks into a regular practice of this training 
I remember seeing a parking space and as I approached, out of 
nowhere a car pulled into it right in front of me. I had my blinker 
on, so I believed it was deliberate. I instantly let out some choice 
words, but then I stopped and had to chuckle. I wasn’t feeling the 
anger that normally would have accompanied such language. I was 
reacting out of pure habit, and truthfully, I really didn’t feel anything 
about it. I wondered, “Hold on; is this real?” I was amazed. I had 
been making an effort to feel appreciative all day, so this little blip 
didn’t even register on my radar. Yes, I had to battle my old thought 
patterns—that out of pure principle, I should say something—but 
now that was a choice, and I chose to just keep feeling happy. 
 When your amygdala goes off unexpectedly and determines 
that a situation warrants anxiety or fear, it will be a challenge to 
start trying to allow the good around you to soak in. At times you 
may notice your brain going into crisis mode while your mind tries 
like hell to think its way out of it and find good things around you. 
However, trying to feel them after you are in crisis mode will be 
hard. The cortisol and adrenaline are overriding everything at that 
point. When it comes to these hormones, it’s first come, first served. 
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 Keep your brain swimming in good feelings; then, when a 
situation does arise, the DOS chemicals will win out. Remember 
the analogy of keeping logs wet so that the panic fires can’t start. 
Keeping your brain soaked in dopamine, oxytocin, and serotonin 
will keep the other neurochemicals, cortisol and adrenaline, from 
being able to wreak havoc. This is your goal!
 After reading this book and faithfully practicing your 
exercises, you will notice changes in the first week. Annoyances 
from another driver, a derogatory comment, or a family member 
requiring more than you have to give will sting much less. You will 
notice how you start reminding yourself of everything that you have 
learned. After one or two days, this constant choice to remember 
that you now have a choice is the first step, and although you may not 
experience happiness or bliss in the first two or three days, you will 
begin feeling a sense of relief that you are not forced to react. The 
rewiring has already started.
 By the fourth day, of consistently taking in the good around 
you, you will begin to feel some relief, a sense of hope around this 
new pattern of thinking developing.  
 In days 5-7, you will be maintaining a calmer demeanor. You 
will be less afraid of uncomfortable situations. You will begin to 
notice that problems are working out without you getting worked 
up. 
 In week 2, you will be able to bring up good feelings over 
past or present facts and events more quickly. You will smile more, 
and although no specific event is occurring, you will have a stronger 
sense of well-being. You should feel more approachable.
 By week 3 frustrating situations should bring only the 
memories of the old reactions. You may find yourself uttering the 
same verbal retort or sarcasm, just as I did when I lost my parking 
space, but you will notice that the old negative emotions are not 
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there nearly as strong as they were before.  
 After 60 days, most report that they are happier, more 
easygoing, and more hopeful about their future than ever before. No 
longer living in fear of the next crisis, they have a sense of strength 
confidence and stability  
 You will take great pleasure in affecting your environment; 
people will begin to relate differently to you because you will be 
operating out of this base of security, confidence, and safety, and 
they will notice the change. You just need to commit for one month. 
Just one month for about thirty minutes a day, including meditation 
time, and your mind will rewire itself! I know you are busy, but most 
of that busyness is rooted in trying to find the sweet spot of peace. 
If you are reading this, I know that much of your time is consumed 
with being stressed and unhappy. You have to decide once and for 
all—do you want more than anything to wake up with a sense of 
peace and well-being? Or would you rather continue commiserating 
with everyone around you ruminating about future events that 
haven’t even occurred yet? Don’t you want to recapture and maintain 
the feeling you have while on vacation? Isn’t it worthwhile to sit 
quietly when everyone starts ranting about our government leaders, 
knowing you can wake up with a smile? How desperate are you? 
 I was desperate. I finally decided I no longer wanted to live 
opening my eyes each morning and not being sure what mood I 
would be in and then have it affect me all day. Even waking up in a 
good mood for no reason was frustrating because I didn’t know what 
to do to harness it. Nothing had changed in my life—not a darn 
thing—but there it was, calm peace of mind! I knew there had to 
be a way to harness that magic. Well it’s here. The hardest part will 
be your commitment; the process is very straightforward. It’s up to 
you. Finding happiness is the motive behind every action, behavior, 
thought, and idea we concoct. So just do it already!
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 Sign up in our Facebook Group for the readers of this book
(Get Off Your Worry-Go-Round )and say, “I’m in; I want to feel 
happy.” Talk with others and enjoy the inspiration and encouragement 
from those who want to make the most of their lives. And remember, 
none of us lives in a vacuum; everything we do affects those around 
us. Whom will you help?
 From now on, your job is to spread the word that we really do 
have a choice about how to feel. We can choose to feel good now and 
stay present or chase some elusive promise that we will feel good 
later, when all our problems are handled—which never happens!

Remember These Rules:

 

 On the following pages, I list actions and their correlating 
neurotransmitter release. These can vary, depending on your prior 
experiences. Also, your propensity toward a particular chemical is 
due to thousands of experiences you have had over the course of 
your life. Some experiences may have been on purpose and others 
accidental, but either way, they molded you to seek out certain 
experiences that you feel are good for you.

1) Your brain, has a broken outdated warning system.

2) Stop taking life personally and waiting for the lottery.

3) Find good things around you every hour and feel them 
  for 10 sec. Remember FEEL them, not just notice them!

4) Keep your brain soaked in DOS to ward off the 
effects of your overreactive amygdala.

5) Never leave your mind unattended on autopilot; 
if you do, it will rush into the future or back into the past. 

Only you can take it to those places safely.
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 All of the neurochemicals I discuss in this book are complex 
in terms of how they do what they do; they are all tied to various other 
chemicals in the mind and body. In no way am I trying to oversimplify 
their functions. Even science is only beginning to understand them. 
I wrote this book only to give you a basic comprehension to the 
degree that it can help you live a happier and more fulfilled life. I 
did not intend for this book to be a scientific reference, however, 
I wrote it using only verified scientific studies and documentation 
from the most qualified scientific journals. I purposely chose not 
overwhelm readers with these references as this book was written 
for the lay person who just wants to FEEL BETTER.  I will at some 
point however be including these on my website. 
 Please continue to learn about your brain; the story is only 
just beginning to unfold, thanks to technology. 
 Soon it will be a thing of the past for doctors to try to guess 
what their patients need for depression, ADHD, or bipolar disorder. 
In the next five years, you will see an explosion of information 
coming out about that three-pound mass above your shoulders. 
Researchers will know the root causes of mental disorders and 
will be able to alter them with a more direct approach. If you 
suffer from a serious mental illness, please hang in there; help is 
coming. In no way are the ideas in this book meant to minimize 
the suffering associated with serious mental illness or to take the 
place of professional medical help. There are chemical alterations 
in the brain that only medical intervention can address. I know all 
too well there is no illness on earth as painful as mental illness. My 
hope is that eventually self-help groups will become mainstream for 
those suffering so that at least the isolation can be minimized. I am 
living proof that spontaneous alterations in the brain can happen; as 
it happened to me in 1996. PLEASE DO NOT GIVE UP. We are 
finally getting close to some real answers.
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Dopamine 
Behaviors Linked to Our Survival Instincts

We argue our point.  We compete. 

We attend sporting events. We pursue sexual partners. 

We play video games. We enjoy concerts.

We fight.  We challenge authority

We fall in love. We go out dancing.  

We go out to dinner. We play competitive sports.

We strive for promotions  We push our kids to excel.

We participate in illegal activity. We gamble.  

We challenge the opinions of others. We play the stock market.  

We surf, ski, or skateboard. We like action movies.

We remodel our home. We enjoy fast vehicles. 

We rant about injustice.  We like scavenger hunts. 

We love traveling to new places. We plan vacations. 

We pledge to college Frat or Sorority. We argue our point.

We sing along with a song. We ride roller coasters.

We complain. We explode.

We do speed drugs and diet pills. We cheer for our teams. 

We overindulge in caffeine.   We ride motorcycles.

More Details on Dopamine
 Many people like to describe an elevation in dopamine as “motivation” or 

“pleasure.” But that’s too simple. Actually, dopamine signals feedback for 

anticipated rewards. However dopamine doesn’t only predict rewards; It 

actually tells the brain to pay attention and focus on something, and when 

you obey your brain, it begins to reward you.
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Serotonin 
Behaviors Linked to Our Survival Instincts

We seek for status at work.   We give blood.

We buy second homes in 
beautiful places.  

We seek and hope for mates 
who are better than we are.

We wear our team’s logo. We help others. 

We safeguard our home. We challenge others.  

We fall in love with those we 
perceive as better than ourselves.

We gush with pride about our 
children.

We brag. We want the spot light. 

We strive for better bodies.   We go on vacation. 

We photograph things of beauty.    We associate with celebrities.

We make friends with others who. 
have high social status or are rich.

We post our good times on 
Facebook.  

We throw parties.  We try to be funny.  

We learn a new language.  We protect our beliefs.

We go out to fancy restaurants  We volunteer.

We buy expensive clothing.  We monopolize conversations

We learn to play an instrument.  We are better at talking than 
listening
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Oxytocin 
Behaviors Linked to Our Survival Instincts

We hold hands. We laugh together. 

We hug. We play with our pets.

We play with children. We provide for our children  

We caress.   We get massages.

We compliment each other.  We rescue animals.

We have sex. We kiss. 

We join gangs.  We cook for those we love.  

We join groups. We include others. 

We mentor a young person. We let others win.

We choose to be around those 
with similar problems, likes or 
beliefs like drinking or drugs, 
disabilities, illness, race.

We try to make each other laugh.
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All 3 DOS Events

These could target all 3 neurochemicals 
(plus some endorphins),

making people very passionate about them.

Going to church. 
Joining a political party.  
Running a successful fund drive. 
Being at the stadium as your team wins a championship. 
Speaking or performing well on stage.   
Hosting an event.   
Having a baby. 
Saving a life.
Hitting a home run or scoring a goal. 
Having sex when you are madly in love.
Getting married.
Being proposed to.

 On the following pages are some detailed disappointments 
that can sometimes trigger a decrease in a specific neurochemical. It 
helps to know this when you want to relieve that feeling. However, 
again each person is different and various experiences may mean 
very different things to different readers. So this is just a guide to 
help you figure out yourself.
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Experiences That 
Can Cause a Dip In Your Dopamine

• Going to your favorite restaurant only to find it closed.

• Going into the freezer to dig out some ice cream to find it gone.

• Going to a store for a sale to find that the sale is over or there is nothing left.

• Trying to make the light only to have it turn red before you get there.

• Going to the movies and finding yours is sold out.

• Losing in any competition,from board games, to street racing.

• Seeing a potential lover across the room only to see that he or she is with someone.

• Losing at the craps table, slots or lottery.

• Being picked for the losing team.

• Having your political candidate lose.

• Realizing you can’t afford something.

• Finding a long line in any restaurant or coffee shop.

• Regretting having bought an expensive item.

•  Encountering delay in any kind of gratification. 

The old cliché "The thrill of the chase is better than the catch" was a profound 
observation considering they had no idea dopamine even existed and why women 
were admonished to "play hard to get" with possible suitors.
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Experiences That Can Cause a 
Dip In Your Oxytocin

• Being ill and not having human comfort.

• Being deprived of contact with your lover.

• Not being hugged, touched or kissed.

• Not having sex.

• Being cooped up in your house due to weather (having no social contact)

• Having a week in which everything seems to go wrong.

• Reaching out to friends via phone or Internet and not getting a response.

• Having your child refuse to connect with you.

• Having your spouse or lover reject your advances.

• Being told you can't join a group or organization.
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Experiences That Can Cause a 
Dip In Your Serotonin

• Being around people who like to show everyone how much money they have or 
vacations they go on or the home improvements they have made.

• Your superior telling you that you need to improve. 

• Another co-worker getting accolades or a raise. (This makes things so uncomfortable  
as we really want to feel "happy" for them but we can't but help but feel crummy inside 
due to the serotonin drop.) 

• Saying something dumb in public.(The fear of public speaking is ranked as the #1 fear, 
because to publically fail or be humiliated would mean a gross depletion of serotonin 
and although it poses no physical harm your amygdala screams "don't do it.!"

•  Being around happy couples if you are single. 

• In America you can feel your serotonin drop just from watching TV because marketers 
have mastered the art of making you feel "less than". "Unless you have-- (insert 
product) you will not be be safe, secure and superior to others". Although they don't 
use those words, I just wish once a comercial aired with the real meaning running 
under it in subtitles, "You suck unless you drive this!" "Your friends will laugh at your 
yellow teeth!"

• Experiencing anything that threatens your safety: car breaking down, feeling sick, 
thinking others are talking about you. 

• Not having the money to buy something in the moment.

• People interrupting or talking over you in a conversation.

• Experiencing a threat to your financial security.

• A bill, higher interest rates, things breaking down from your car to appliances, losing 
your wallet, kids needing this or that. All of this can swing your mood very fast. It will 
feel like death to your brain but it isn't, so don't agree with the feeling. 

• Although we know we are not perfect, when others confront us about our mistakes or 
character flaws, we often argue or redirect attention because the dip in our serotonin 
levels feels so horrible. But being able to admit to faults or failures breeds trust. In 
the long run, our serotonin will soar when we sense the respect that we receive for 
doing so.
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Public speaker, educator. counselor, trainer, author and artist, 

Sharie is a philosopher, a visionary, a riot, a role model and a beacon of 

light for those in the throws of mental darkness. 
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 Sharie was at the top of her field as an educator, therapist and 

motivational spokesperson when her world suddenly fell apart. After she 

was diagnosed with rapid cycling bipolar depression in 1990, her life came 

to a crashing halt. For the next six years, Sharie’s journey in and out of 

hospitals left her hopeless, tired, and ready to quit. Despite her unending 

research of this disorder, the twenty-one doctors she saw were unable 

to prescribe anything that would give her stability for longer than a few 

weeks.

 Between March 31 and April 3, 1996, just before she gave up, a 

miracle transpired, and Sharie was radically healed of any and all mood 

swings after having an 86 year old women name Fuchsia Pickett pray for 

her over the course of 4 nights. When she reported to her doctor, he told 

her that what had happened was impossible. She left his office smiling from 

ear to ear; his disbelief made what happened to her even more profound. 

This propelled Sharie to discover how the miracle happened and whether 
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a scientific explanation existed as well as God’s divine intervention. It was 

in 1996 that neuroplasticity was confirmed, proving that the human brain 

can change and heal itself.

 Sharie has a deep passion to reach into the human soul and grab 

hold of what matters to people. She is not afraid to use her incredible 

past to inspire others. Sharie has a gift for explaining technical, scientific 

details, using humor, metaphors, and pure wisdom. Through techniques 

based on neuroscience and using ten seconds at a time, she can help you 

rewire your brain for happiness and learn about you. 
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and speaking engagements.

Contact Info
www.shariespironhi.com

Social Media Connections

www.facebook.com 10secondstohappy

https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/
10-seconds-to-happys-podcast

 http://TenSecondsToHappy.podbean.com

http://twitter.com/SharieSpironhi

Help make this book even better. 
If you have any ideas or suggestions please email them 
for review. I will add any helpful ideas to the next 
edition. As well as put them on the my website.

http://www.facebook.com/groups/GetOffYourWorryGoRound/
https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/10-seconds-to-happys-podcast/id877618723?mt=2
https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/10-seconds-to-happys-podcast/id877618723?mt=2
http://TenSecondsToHappy.podbean.com
http://twitter.com/SharieSpironhi
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Additional Resources

Below are some excellent books that paved the way for this book to be 
written. Also the following websites will give you clear understandings 
about mindfulness and mediation and expedite your learning.

 
http://www.meditationsecretsrevealed.com
http://www.mindful.org/mindfulness-practice

Stress-Proof Your Brain: Meditations to Rewire Neural Pathways for 
Stress Relief and Unconditional Happiness 2010, by Ph. D Rick Hanson
Hardwiring Happiness: The New Brain Science of Contentment  Calm, 
and Confidence 2013 by Rick Hanson

The Scientific American Book of Love, Sex and the Brain: 
The Neuroscience of How, When, Why and Who We Love 
2011 by Judith Horstman 

The Female Brain: 2007, by Louann Brizendine
The Male Brain: 2011, by Louann Brizendine

The Power of Now :  A Guide to Spiritual Enlightenment
A New Heaven and a New Earth: Awakening to Your Life’s Purpose
by Eckart Tolle

Finding Flow: The Psychology of Engagement with Everyday Life  
1997, by Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi 

The Brain that Changes Itself. 2007, by Norman Doidge, MD

The Message of You Book &The Message of You Journal: 
Finding Extraordinary Stories in an Ordinary Day  2015, by Judy Carter

The Power of Intention. 2005, by Wayne Dyer
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